
Chapter 2 - Esixting Conditions

There are two kind of data (primary and secondary) will be used to assess the existing condition of five intersection nodes which are assigned 

into two segments on Pepperell Parkway in this project.  The primary data will be used from my hand-writen notes and screenshot aerial 

photo from Google Map. I spent several days to traveled the parkway, observed its detail existing conditions as shown in the content below 

and in Figure 6. The secondary data will be utilized from mapping GIS data and its attribute table.  The five intersection nodes will be assign 

into two segment for evaluating current conditions and implementing the corridor plan. 

1. Primary data

The primary data is mostly based on my record of taking note through the visiting tour to Pepperell Parkway, the detail of the parkway 

including street type, right of width, pavement width, distance area, number of traffic signals, intersection nodes, travel lanes, turn lane, bike 

lane, sidewalk, parking lane, on street parking, median, median planter, trail, lanscape type, curb type, and minimum speed design. There are 

also real pictures that I took to decsribe the existing conditions. The primary data will help me positively measure the Pepperell Parkway in 

all aspects and from that I am able to understand what is going on this street to create the effective corridor plan. The real information from 

directly observing is a good and reliable data for making a street plan and those pictures what I took during the project will also indicate the 

good evidence of existing conditions.

2. Secondary data

 The data from GIS box file will be used as a secondary data for this project in terms of land use layer, street network, and building foot print 

(if necessary). Besides, GIS data is not only applied for creating maps but also I will use the statistical data from its attribute tables to make 
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Figure 3. The entire study area. 

Chapter 2 - Esixting Conditions

The Figure 3 illustrates the entire study area - Pepperel 

Parkway from the intersection with Birmingham 

Highway to the beginning of 2nd Avenue. From the 

aerial view, this section of the parkway shows the high 

concentration of buidings and having  many intersection 

nodes within a short distance. We also can see from 

this view of Google screenshot that there is a mixed-

use zoning applied on the Pepperell Parkway based on 

the arrangement of different size of blocks and the tags 

on the top of each building via Google Earth function. 

By having a look at this photo only, we also recognize 

that it is a commerical area. Google Earth’s screenshot 

photo is a good way of providing images in this project. 

charts, graphs, or diagrams evident for excisting conditions. I also collect the data from City of Opekila for my references such as Auburn-

Opelika MPO Transportation Plan, Alabama DOT, and the Renew Opelika Road Corridor Plan to have the ideas and outlining my project   

proposal. GIS database is a useful tool for making corridor projects due to its features and functions. We can know exactly what is sort of 

land uses in certain areas, having basemap for road systems and some other additional layers. 
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3. Study Segment Area

Figure 4. First segment of the Pepperel Parkway Corridor Plan 

Pepperell Parkway Details
Street Type Parkway

Right of Way Width 55’ – 60’

Pavement Width 10’

Distance area 0.9 miles

Traffic signal(s) 4

Intersection node(s) 8

Median None

Travel Lane(s) 2 - 4

Turn Lane When Necessary

Bike Lane(s) 2

Sidewalk(s) None

Parking Lane(s) None

On Street Parking None

Trail None

Median Planter None

Landscape Type (Tree) Trees on Each Side of the Parkway

Landscape Type (Other) None

Curb Type Concrete Curb

Maximum Design Speed 35 MPH  

Figure 6. Records of current Pepperell ParkwayFigure 5. Second segment of the Pepperel Parkway Corridor Plan 6



After a few fact-finding tours, I observed and took note the current status of Pepperell Parkway showing in the table Figure 6. As we can 

see, the parkway has 0.9 miles long, the right of way width is about 55 feet to 60 feet, pavement width is approximately 10 feet based on my 

estimation. It includes four traffic signals and eight intersection nodes. Although it is lacking of other criteria that measured to be a standard 

parkway such as median, sidewalk, parking lane, on street parking, trail, median planter, and other landscape types like benches or bike 

racks. These existing conditions indicate that Pepperell Parkway really needs one corridor plan to adapt with the sustainability and economic 

development of Opelika City. I also used the source of pictures from the Google Map to demonstrate for my records. 

As indicated in the Figure 4, the first segment of this corridor plan includes two intersection nodes right at the East Alabama Medical Center 

and corridor along both sides of the parkway. There is no lane for pedestrians, bikers and cross walk for them as well. Although there are the 

huge area of vacant pavement and abandont parcels in front of stores and businesses, bicyclists and pedestrians have no lane to go. There is 

also the shortage of cross walk and traffic light at each intersection for walkers and bikers. The safety conditions is also lacking on this segment, 

this is one of the big factor that attracting people to bike more and walk more. Residents nearby Pepperell Parkway do not feel safe to walk 

on foot and bike to shopping. Tree planting both sides of the first segment are relatively good but the parkway has no median or planting 

landscape on the middle lane leading to reducing the urban street aesthetic. Especially, this segment is concentrating tons of offices, stores, 

and businesses such as East Alabama Medical Center, Walgreens, CVS Pharmacy, and so forth. These are the major demand of walking people 

between these nodes, they are located next to each other and if one person wants to buy several stuff in different stores, the shortcoming of 

sidewalk will create the inconvenience for them to drive forth and back within a short distance. 

By looking at the Figure 5, it also shows us a bigger uncompletion of the second segment of Pepperell Parkway comparing to the first segment. 

Having no tree along both sdies of the corridor, the second segment provides a zero attraction for pedestrians and bicyclists. Tree shadow is
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one of the significant element that brings people quit driving to walk and bike more. Furthermore, there is a complicated intersecting network 

of second segment. From the aerial view, the second segment looks like having two triangle between two intersections. As a driver, this section 

of Pepperell Parway made me came the wrong way several times. There is also lacking of right sign board or signal for each of the turning way, 

it is confusing drivers and pedestrians, bicylists as well if the parkway had the lanes for them. 

The right of width of both segments are approximately equal in size about 55’ to 60’ (estimated); however, the existing conditon of first segment 

is quite better than the second segment. Generally, the entire study area is uncompleted due to lacking of all vital street compositions such as  

median, sidewalks, bike lanes, median, street landscape, parking lanes, and other street facilities. As these shortcoming, Pepperell Parkway 

is facing with the bad current conditions in the development of Opelika City. This kind of shortage existing conditions need to be fixed by 

conducting a corridor plan and adopting it for the important intersection nodes. Having a bunch of businesses and commercial both side is an 

advantage for revitalizing this parkway area.  
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4. Existing Street Cross-Section

Figure 7. Cross-section of first segment 

4.1. First segment

The Figure 7 describes the existing street cross-section of the first segment. It has 

sisty feet long, four-travel lanes and one turning lane in the middle. This segment is 

having a good dimension of right of width (11.5’) for each lane but it is substantially 

larger than the standard-street dimension of the American cities (9’ - 10’). The 

turning lane of this segment is 14’ width also a wee bit wider. In general, the first 

segment of Pepperell Parway is having the empty spaces between five lanes that are 

not necessary. There is also no concrete sidewalk and pavement on either side of 

the parkway.  The pavements on both sides of this segment are underutilized with 

20’ long. The street landscape is not attractive due to having no planting median 

also. The current status of this segment brings me the idea to think of making a 

corridor plan for Pepperell Parkway. Because of having no bike lane and sidewalk, 

the design of traffic light is also lacking of urban aesthetic. The way that traffic light 

is put in middle front of the street needs to be rebuilt as well. There are still plenty 

of vacancies for the reconstructing parkway pattern. According to the definition of 

a complete street, I would say the first segment of Pepperell Parway is uncomplete 

in terms of active sidewalks, dedicated bike lanes, safe crosswalks, planting strip, 

and green spaces.    
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4. Existing Street Cross-Section

4.2. Second segment

10
Figure 8. Cross-section of second segment 

The Figure 8 is dimension, street pattern, and cross-section of the second 

segment. In this segment, the Pepperell Parkway has 50 feet width - narrower 

than the first segment 60 feet. Therefore, it is having four-lane travel and 

no turning lane. The left lane of both travel sides will share for the turning 

trip when necessary. There are many trees on the one side but no tree on the 

opposite side. The first photo of Figure 8 describes the parkway is lacking 

the balance of street design, urban aesthetic, and green space. As lacking the 

same conditions with the first segment like no concrete pavements, sidewalk, 

crosswalk, bike lane, planting median, good-designing traffic light, these 

elements also make the second segment uncompleted. Each travel lane has 

12.5 feet width (estimated) is enough to reconstruct and share space for 

pedesdtrians and bicyclists. There are many underutilized facade in front of 

stores and businesses, the abandoned vacancies that serve no one (as shown 

in the first photo of Figure 8). The set back of this segment is also needed 

to be redesign, there are some blocks that is forward-projecting onto the 

parkway. This will cover the driver’s view and affects the street landscape and 

urban aesthetic as well. There is also lacking of stop sign at each necessary 

intersection - where having no traffic light. 
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5. Existing Land Uses

Figure 9. Current Land Use on Pepperell Parkway 

In the Figure 9, we can tell that the current land use on Pepperell 

Parkway is mostly commercial uses. There are the only two big public 

institution on both sides of the first segment, that are East Alabama 

Medical Center and US Army Deparment. The rest of buildings on 

this street are all commercial such as CVS Pharmacy, Walgreens, 

restaurants, car-repair shop, pawn shop, cash srvices, bank offices, 

mobile home company, and so forth. This is an good current 

conditions for Pepperell Parkway to implement the corridor plan. 

The demand for walking and biking from those commercial is already 

survived, but the street did not provide the supply in order to balance 

its demand. This causes to the social inequity among residents - who 

have car, who do not have car, and who want to ride bicycle.  Besides, 

there are medium high density residential surrounding the parkway. 

With the mixed-use community like this, the street significantly need 

to be equipped the basic facilities for residents living nearby. 
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6. Existing Commercial

Use Examples Are sidewalk and bike lanes 
needed?

Convenience Store -Mrs. Story’s Dairy Bar Yes
Pharmacy -Walgreens, CVS Yes
Health Center -Integrated Body Health. Opelika Dental, 

Stopwatch Urgent Care, Hollingsworth 
Family Dentistry

Yes

Professional Institution -East Alabama Medical Center, EAMC 
Health Resource Center, Opelika Dental 
Associations, US Army Reserve Center, 
Education center, Karlene’s K-9 Academy

Yes

Fast food and Restaurant -Dairy Queen, Checkers, Jack’s Yes
Financial Services -Cash Quick, Always Money, Approved 

Cash, Boost Mobile, Opelika Finance, 
Opelika Checking Cash

Yes

Apartment -Courtyard Apartment Yes
Hotel -Twin City Lodge No.26, Allen Ortho-

dontics
Yes

Home Services -Homemed, Flooring Granite No
Mobile Home Services -Miller Homes INC. No
Clothing Shop -Women’s Clothing Boutique Yes
Gas Station -Marathon No
Tires & Auto Center -Gateway, Pro Car Care No

Figure 10. Table of Existing Commercial
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Figure 11. Current Commercial on Pepperell Parkway
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The Figure 10 and 11 illustrates some typical commercial on Pepperell Parkway, especially the businesses and stores are focusing closely to 

the intersection of the two segments. Based on my taking-note records, there are more than 100 stores, offices, and commercial units on 

the study area. The types of commercial are various such as Jack’s, Walgreens, CVS Pharmacy, Thomas Pharmacy, StateFarm, and a lot of 

cash services like Cash Quick, Title Bucks, Title Pawn, Title Now, KS Tax Express and Insurance, Opelika Finance, Opelika Check Cashing, 

Opelika Tax Service, Always Money, Boost Mobile, Pro Car Care, Hair Salon, Nail Shop, Fix Phone store, home services, convenience store,  

mobile home company and so on. The concentration of commercial center is bringing advantages onto Pepperell Parkway, therefore the street 

should redesign and conduct a corridor plan to serve more traffic on the parkway. More traffic means more people moving on the parkway, 

the volume of traffic will increase based on its good condition of commercial, the growth of traffic includes all kind of vehicles (car, truck, van, 

container, bicycle) and pedestrian. Pepperell Parkway is having an attractive station for people to stop by. 
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